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Path to the Draft:
Why Some are Calling This Year’s Draft “A Mess”
Draft IQ’s first draft guide was 15 years ago and in that time we’ve never seen a draft so
light at the top yet deep throughout. Outside of the top five picks, you might as well be
picking in the low 20’s because the talent there is going to be equal. With such a level
playing field talent-wise and team’s placing a greater emphasis on rookies, trying to
predict the first round and beyond is nearly impossible.
Draft pundits and prognosticators are calling the 2013 Draft messy in that regard. In
fact, they seem to be tripping over each other, with contradictions at every turn. It’s not
their fault; it truly is a messy draft. No one can agree on the top running back, much less
if one will even be selected in round one. How about the quarterback? Some say teams
might trade up to take West Virginia QB Geno Smith number one overall, while others
say he’s not even a first round talent.
What this draft does offer is talent, deep into the middle rounds. There are some
positions that might not get as much notice due to the lack of future superstars, but
these are the players that will help teams win championships. These positions include:
RB: This is an incredibly deep position this year, especially in the first few
rounds. Alabama’s Eddie Lacy is as close to a consensus top back as you’re
going to get, but an injured hamstring and poor pro day isn’t helping his cause.
He’s a big back with pretty good speed reminiscent of Jerome Bettis.
Wisconsin’s Montee Ball and Michigan State’s Le’Veon Bell round out the top
power backs, while UCLA’s Jonathan Franklin, North Carolina’s Giovani
Bernard and Clemson’s Andre Ellington are the top speed options. Coaches will
have to find a place for Oregon’s Kenjon Barner, the small speedster who put
Williams:
up big numbers in an unorthodox offense. Keep an eye on late round talents
Potential Steal
like Arkansas’ Knile Davis and Utah State’s Kerwynn Williams. Of course you
also have the case of South Carolina’s Marcus Lattimore, who was well on his way to
being the top back with a rare blend of size, speed and agility, when a second serious
knee injury derailed his 2012 season. No one is quite sure what type of back Lattimore
will be after returning from injury, but he could still go as high as the 2nd round – though
more likely the 3rd - if a team wants to take a chance.
WR: Possibly the most intriguing position in the 2013 Draft. The consensus top two
receivers could not be more opposite, with Tennessee’s Cordarrelle Patterson offering
prototype size and speed and West Virginia’s 5’9” Tavon Austin possessing
unprecedented versatility and speed. It is a big receiver class as well, with several sixfoot plus receivers in the top ten. Tennessee Tech’s Da’Rick Rogers may be the most
talented of all, but off-field questions will cause him to fall down draft boards.
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Path to the Draft cont.

Long: NFL
Bloodlines

OT: Three tackles (Texas A&M’s Luke Joeckel, Central Michigan’s Eric
Fisher and Oklahoma’s Lane Johnson) will likely go in the top ten picks,
Alabama’s D.J. Fluker and Florida State’s Menelik Watson could be first
rounders, and there’s even more talent to be had after that. Keep an
eye on versatile players like Syracuse T/G Justin Pugh and Oregon T/G
Kyle Long. The top three look like franchise OT’s and the rest will
depend on team schemes and coaching staffs.

LB: A lot of quality starters, both inside and outside, will come from this draft.
Georgia features a pair in Jarvis Jones and Alec Ogeltree, as does LSU with
Barkevious Mingo and Kevin Minter. Oregon’s Dion Jordan is a freakish pass
rusher who should make an immediate impact much like Denver’s Von Miller
did in 2012. Some studs available after the first round include Rutgers’
Khaseem Greene and Iowa State’s A.J. Klein. We also love Howard LB Keith
Pough as a late round sleeper.

Greene: Best
of the Rest

CB: The deepest corner class we’ve seen in years, rich with true cover corners like
Alabama’s Dee Milliner, Houston’s D.J. Hayden, Washington’s Desmond Trufant, and
Boise State’s Jamar Taylor. There are some nice late-round gems such as William &
Mary’s B.W. Webb and a pair of Connecticut defenders, Dwayne Grantz and Blidi WrehWilson.
S: Much like the running back group, this is a fairly deep safety class
that offers varying styles of play. Texas’ Kenny Vaccaro and Florida
International’s Johnathan Cyprien are the most well-rounded players
available, while Florida’s Matt Elam and USC’s T.J. McDonald are the
classic in-the-box safeties. Later round options include Georgia’s Bacarri
Rambo and Syracuse’ Shamarko Thomas.
Cyprien: Small
School Stud

The 2013 Draft offers the usual “safe” prospects, sleepers, and players with red flags,
but the difference this year is that those players extend far into the middle rounds. After
failing a reported ten drug tests at LSU, cornerback Tyrann Mathieu could go anywhere
between rounds two and five. Before a brutal knee injury that tore several ligaments,
South Carolina RB Marcus Lattimore was the consensus top back. Where he goes now
is anyone’s guess (we’re thinking round three). There’s plenty more drama that will
unfold after round one this year, and the men drafted in rounds two through seven will
no doubt play big roles on their respective teams. For teams that continually draft well,
this year’s path to the draft will no doubt turn into the path to a championship.
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Cover Story: Why the 2013 Draft is the Beginning of a New Era
Change comes in waves in the NFL. In the late 60’s and early
70’s, television contracts changed the way we watched the
game and turned everyday players into superstars. Free
agency was introduced in the early 90’s, introducing monstrous
contracts and influenced the way championship teams were
built. Today we’re standing on the shore as a new wave of
change rolls in. Now more than ever the NFL is a young man’s
game, with a new emphasis on burgeoning rookies. How did it
happen?

Bradford: Last of
the big deals

Russell: Last
great QB bust?

Kaepernick: New
age QB in NFL

Rookie Wage Scale
The collective bargaining agreement ratified in 2011 drastically
changed rookie contracts. Just how drastic? 2010’s number one
overall pick, QB Sam Bradford, signed a deal worth $56 million
more than 2011’s top pick, QB Cam Newton. Gone are the days
of 50 million dollar contracts for players who’ve never played a
down of pro ball. In the past a first round, top-ten bust would
often set a team back several years financially, whereas now
top ten picks are worth every penny due to the low financial
risk. Even if teams wanted to pay, the CBA doesn’t allow them
to renegotiate rookie contracts until after a player’s third year.
Standout rookies drafted after the first round are the best value
around, as the team legally cannot renegotiate their initial low
rookie contracts.
Rapid Player Development
Along with bloated contracts, gone are the days of rookies
given three years or so to develop. Cam Newton’s recordsetting rookie year and signal callers Andy Dalton, Andrew Luck
and RGIII leading their teams to the playoffs as rookies has
proven that college players can make the immediate transition
to the pros. Most first round picks and a handful of later round
selections are now expected to come in and make an
immediate impact as a starter. It’s a lot to ask of young men in
their early 20’s, but so far they are proving to be up to the task.
Chic College Playbooks
You used to hear a lot about a high school prospect choosing a
college because they run a “pro-style” offense. But what exactly
is “pro-style” in the modern NFL? Teams are borrowing from
college playbooks more now than ever before. Formations such
as the wildcat and read option, as well as exotic defensives to
stop said offenses, are becoming commonplace in the NFL.

Newton: Missed
payday by one year

Luck: One of
many top rookies

Damontre Moore:
Versatile defender

As if it weren’t dramatic enough, these factors make the NFL
Draft even more momentous and exciting as teams look to build
championship rosters from the ground up, and it all begins with
the rookies. Welcome to the next wave of change.
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“Who We Love” – A Panel Study

A look at the Players we Fell in Love with
with Through the Years
Player: Danieal Manning, S, Abilene Christian
Year: 2006 Pro Career: We
listed Manning as one of our sleepers and had him ranked as a corner. He didn’t
disappoint, beginning his career as a playmaking safety and kick returner for Chicago
and now a starting safety for Houston.
Player: Jon Abbate, LB, Wake Forest
Year: 2007 Pro Career: We’re
not sure what happened with Abbate or why scouts weren’t as in love with him as we
were. Our #2 ILB went undrafted, signed with the Texans, was moved to FB and
eventually let go. Spent some time with the Redskins and Saints before retiring in 2010.
Player: Trevor Laws, DT, Notre Dame
Year: 2008 Pro Career: Not
nearly as successful in the pros as he was in college, Laws spent four years with
Philadelphia before moving on to become a part of the rotation in St. Louis.
Player: Tom Zibikowski, S, Notre Dame
Year: 2008 Pro Career:
Rotational player for several years in Baltimore before Indianapolis signed him to be a
starter. He’ll now compete for the same role in Chicago. Still a fierce competitor but
doesn’t have top echelon ability we saw in college.
Player: Jeremiah Johnson, RB, Oregon
Year: 2009 Pro Career: Welltraveled player who spent time with the Texans, Redskins and Panthers before finding
his current home with the Broncos. It’s going to take some real karma for Johnson to get
a shot at becoming a starter in the league. Does offer a nice change of pace at RB.
Player: Ramses Barden, WR, Cal Poly
Year: 2009 Pro Career: The
Giants traded up to select Barden in 2009 and have been incredibly patient as he
develops. He looked to finally have a breakout season last year, and for some reason it
looks like they’ll part ways, unable to come to terms on a contract. We love his size and
hands and think Barden could be a free agent gem this year.
Player: Colin Kaepernick, QB, Nevada
Year: 2011 Pro Career: Do we
really need to go into details? We dared to say that Kaepernick will make a better pro
than Cam Newton. While the jury is still out on that, we know which one has been to a
Super Bowl and which one hasn’t made it to the playoffs.
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Pow,
Pow, to
to the Moon!
Moon!
Late Round Options with High Hopes
Two things everyone loves: Underdogs and a great story. These late round options are
intriguing for both of those reasons. What defines a sleeper? We look at players
projected to go after the third round (or for historians, those “Day 2” players) that we
expect to outplay their predicted draft slot. From players coming back from injury to
small school studs looking to prove they belong with the big school prospects, this
year’s group is just as deep as recent draft classes.
Running Back
Knile Davis, Arkansas: A 2010 ankle injury derailed a promising college career.
Davis shares size and speed with former Razorback Darren McFadden, and if
he regains his 2010 form he could develop into a solid starter for a team that
takes a chance.
Kerwynn Williams, Utah State: Williams leaves Utah State as the leader in allpurpose yards with 6,928. An explosive kick returner and should be a nice
speed option in a two-back offense.

Davis

Wide Receiver
Da’Rick Rogers, Tennessee Tech: Suspended by Tennessee after
putting up 1,040 yards receiving in 2011 and transferred to neighboring
Tennessee Tech to play in 2012. Has on and off-field issues but has
every skill you need to be a star in the NFL.

Rogers

Ryan Swope, Texas A&M: Swope may not be a “deep” sleeper as most
scouts know him pretty well, but we’re comparing him to Green Bay’s
Jordy Nelson whereas many teams are locking him in as a part-time slot
receiver. Keep an eye on Swope.

Defensive End
Devin Taylor, South Carolina: Taylor dominated the East-West Shrine
game, proving there’s more to the Gamecocks defensive line besides
Jadeveon Clowney. Great size (6’7”) and speed combination, currently a
poor-man’s Michael Johnson with room to grow as a pass rusher.
Taylor
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Sleepers Cont.
Defensive Tackle
Cory Grissom, South Florida: Very raw football player but plays with intensity.
With some good coaching and discipline, Grissom should blossom into a solid
interior lineman and a draft steal.
Linebacker
Grissom
A.J. Klein, Iowa State: Instinctual player you want playing the middle linebacker
position. Klein may lack ideal size and speed but makes up for it with his football IQ and
smarts. Think Colin McCarthy of the Tennessee Titans.
Keith Pough, Howard: Racked up 70.5 tackles for loss in four
years…take a minute to let that soak in. Pough is a tackling machine
with something to prove given his small-school label.
Cornerback
Greg Reid, Valdosta State: Reid’s story is very similar to Tyrann
Mathieu in that he’s an undersized yet explosive playmaker at corner
Pough
and as a kick returner. College football’s top punt returner in 2009. Reid
was dismissed from Florida State in 2012 and torn an ACL during fall practice at
Valdosta State and didn’t play this season. Could likely go undrafted.
Micah Hyde, Iowa: The type of guy you want on your team, playing several positions in
the defensive backfield and special teams. Can play both corner and safety. Hyde is
physical, averaging 78 tackles per season in his final three years. Makes up for a lack of
athleticism with solid tackling and football instincts. He should make a solid special
teamer who possibly develops into a starter.
Safety
Robert Lester, Alabama: Rangy strong safety who needs to clean up his
technique in both open field tackling and deep coverage skills. May need a year
or two to develop but has the physical skills to start and played for a big time
program in college.
Duke Williams, Nevada: The All-Mountain West safety played for a lesser-known
Nevada program that might cost him a couple rounds, but make no mistake,
Williams will make an impact once he gets to the pros. Smart and athletic
player.

Williams
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Science and Postulates Combine in the
the

201
2013 Mock Draft!
1. Kansas City Chiefs
Luke Joeckel, OT, Texas A&M: The Chiefs are in surprisingly good shape for
having the top pick, and can select Joeckel even though they still technically
have LT Brandon Albert.
2. Jacksonville Jaguars
Dion Jordan, DE, Oregon: No team is as desperate for a pass rusher than the
Jags, with nobody topping 3.5 sacks in 2012. Jordan is an instant upgrade.
3. Oakland Raiders
Sharrif Floyd, DT, Florida: The Raiders are in rebuilding mode and need a
young playmaker in the middle on a rebuilt defense.
4. Philadelphia Eagles
Star Lotulelei, DT, Utah: The previous regime stocked the Eagles with small,
quick players on defense. New Head Coach Chip Kelly wants to get bigger,
and Lotulelei is the perfect prospect to start with.
5. Detroit Lions
Dee Milliner, CB, Alabama: The Lions are average at CB and play in a
conference with Jordy Nelson, Greg Jennings and Brandon Marshall. They
need a true shutdown corner if they want to win the division.
6. Cleveland Browns
Barkevious Mingo, DE/OLB, LSU: The Browns add a playmaker though it
comes with a caveat: Mingo will be switching from DE to OLB in the Browns 34 system.
7. Arizona Cardinals
Eric Fisher, OT, Central Michigan: The Cardinals have huge question marks on
the offensive line and need to keep QB Carson Palmer upright in order to run
Bruce Arian’s downfield passing offense.
8. Buffalo Bills
Lane Johnson, OT, Oklahoma: The Bills are really a wild card here. We think
they’ll pass on QB Geno Smith in hopes of grabbing Ryan Nassib in round two.
Johnson allows them to move Cordy Glenn to the right side.
9. New York Jets
Xavier Rhodes, CB, Florida State: With Revis now a member of the
Buccaneers, the Jets may reach a bit to find his replacement. Rhodes plays a
similar style to Revis and should be a decent replacement option.
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Mock Draft Cont.
10. Tennessee Titans
Chance Warmack, G, Alabama: The Titans signed RB Shonn Greene and G
Andy Levitre and obviously plan on establishing a solid ground game to help
young QB Jake Locker develop.
11. San Diego Chargers
Geno Smith, QB, West Virginia: The first big curveball of the draft. It’s becoming
clear that Philip Rivers is nearing the end of his tenure in San Diego, and Smith
will have the luxury of sitting a year before starting.
12. Miami Dolphins
D.J. Fluker, OT, Alabama: Miami remade their team thanks to a free agency
spending spree, but did nothing to replace LT Jake Long. The Dolphins go with
Fluker and move last year’s second rounder Jonathan Martin to the left side.
13. New York Jets
Ziggy Ansah, DE, BYU: The Jets can’t pass on the playmaker, but the question
is, does Ansah fit the scheme of the Jets?
14. Carolina Panthers
Cordarrelle Patterson, WR, Tennessee: Steve Smith can’t play forever and the
Panthers need to give Cam Newton a long-term threat at receiver.
15. New Orleans Saints
Jarvis Jones, LB, Georgia: The Saints are switching to a 3-4 scheme and Jones
offers an outside threat at LB and a tremendous value at in the middle of the
first round.
16. St. Louis Rams
Tavon Austin, WR, West Virginia: Some picks just make sense. The Rams let
their top two playmakers go in Steven Jackson and Danny Amendola, and
Austin gives Sam Bradford a tremendous weapon in the slot.
17. Pittsburgh Steelers
Sheldon Richardson, DT, Missouri: It doesn’t look like Casey Hampton will be
back, and Richardson gives them an athletic replacement.
18. Dallas Cowboys
Kenny Vaccaro, S, Texas: The Cowboys take the best all-around safety while
adding another playmaker to a talented secondary.
19. New York Giants
Alec Ogeltree, LB, Georgia: The Giants add a talented but troubled linebacker
who has top ten potential.
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Mock Draft Cont.
20. Chicago Bears
Jonathan Cooper, G, North Carolina: Bears go best player available here,
which coincidentally helps rebuild an area that has been very troublesome.
21. Cincinnati Bengals
Menelik Watson, T, Florida State: Bengals waste an opportunity to resign or
replace Andre Smith and are forced to use a first round pick on a replacement.
22. St. Louis Rams
Eddie Lacy, RB, Alabama: Lacy is the perfect back to pair with current speed
backs Daryl Richardson and Isaiah Pead. Consider the Rams officially rebuilt.
23. Minnesota Vikings
Justin Hunter, WR, Tennessee: The Vikes traded big-play receiver Percy Harvin
and find his replacement with a big-play Tennessee receiver.
24. Indianapolis Colts
Damontre Moore, Texas A&M: The Colts are on the upswing but still have some
holes in their transition last season to the 3-4 defense.
25. Minnesota Vikings
Manti Te’o, MLB, Notre Dame: He has a lot of question marks but don’t forget
the Vikings LB coach is Mike Singletary.
26. Green Bay Packers
Jonathan Franklin, RB, UCLA: The lack of a true threat at running back is finally
catching up with the Packers. Franklin is an all-around back with speed that will
add yet another dimension to an already potent offense.
27. Houston Texans
Arthur Brown, OLB, Kansas State: The Texans have some holes at LB and
injuries exposed them last year. Brown becomes an instant starter, though
probably on the inside.
28. Denver Broncos
Bjoern Werner, DE, Florida State: Werner will help ease the loss of Elvis
Dumervil and add an additional pass rusher to the defense.
29. Atlanta Falcons
D.J. Hayden, CB, Houston: Hayden may be the best cover corner in the draft,
and the Falcons are happy to grab him at the end of the first round.
30. New England Patriots
Kawann Short, DT, Purdue: The Pats will likely go defense here, and Short is a
Patriots kind of player as a four year starter who steadily improved.
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Mock Draft Cont.
31. San Francisco 49ers
Eric Reid, S, LSU: Dashon Goldson is gone and playing in the high octane NFC
West means they’ll need to find a replacement quickly.
32. Baltimore Ravens
Matt Elam, S, Florida: Athletic, hard-hitting safety in the mold of the two players
they lost in free agency, Ed Reed and Bernard Pollard.

THE
RATINGS
Quarterback: Weak QB class, look for several of the top QB’s to be reaches.
Who We Love: Tyler Bray

There’s not a lot to get excited about in this class, but Bray is a prototype passer.
1. Geno Smith, West Virginia: Great combination of size and speed, Smith put up big
numbers as a Mountaineer with back to back 4,000-plus yard seasons. Accurate passer
with a 71% completion percentage as a senior and never threw more than 7 INT’s in a
season. Questions about his dedication and practice habits may cause him to drop out
of the top 10 and may not even be the first QB drafted.
2. E.J. Manuel, Florida State: Prototype size for an NFL QB and possesses the speed
to run the chic read option in the NFL. Needs to clean up some of his throwing
mechanics but has the potential to be the top QB in this class. Named Senior Bowl
MVP.
3. Ryan Nassib, Syracuse: Smart QB that lacks ideal size but dedicated to the game
and steadily improved in college.
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4. Zac Dysert, Miamia (Ohio): Dysert made great strides each season in Oxford and
led the MAC in passing in 2012. Dealt with coaching changes and inconsistent talent
around him all through college, and should continue rapid development with the stability
of the NFL.
5. Tyler Bray, Tennessee: Tall, strong-armed QB that can make any NFL throw. Very
unrefined and will need time to develop in the pros, but his talent and athleticism cannot
(and will not) be denied on draft day.
6. Mike Glennon, N.C. State: Put up big numbers at N.C. State in two years as a
starter, but battled some inconsistencies that reared their ugly head during Senior Bowl
week. Completion percentage dropped from 62% in 2011 to 58% in 2012.
7. Matt Barkley, USC: We love Barkley as a college QB; we just don’t like him all that
much as an NFL QB. Average arm strength, struggles with deep accuracy and lacks
ideal height you want in your QB.
.
8. Tyler Wilson, Arkansas: Wilson survived a rough 2012 Razorback season after the
departure of Head Coach Bobby Petrino and losing his top three receiving options,
putting up numbers comparable to 2011. Average arm strength but a leader on the field,
Wilson should easily become a team’s #2 QB with an opportunity to start down the road.
9. Matt Scott, Arizona: Could Scott be the next Russell Wilson? One year starter with a
live arm and tremendous athleticism, Scott showed he belongs with other top players at
the East-West Shrine Game.
10. Landry Jones, Oklahoma: Jones put up big numbers in a pass-happy Sooners
offense, but operated mostly out of the shotgun and has accuracy issues. Will need
some time to adjust to reading NFL defenses. The early transition will be rough, but the
tools are there to succeed.
Running Back: Very deep group that offers every style of runner.
Who We Love: Johnathan Franklin

Despite his small size, Franklin is a complete back.
1. Eddie Lacy, Alabama: For the third straight year Alabama offers one of the top
backs in the draft. Big back with surprising speed, Lacy has the power to run through
you and the speed to bounce it to the outside. Offensive Player of the Game in the BCS
title game vs. Notre Dame.
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2. Johnathan Franklin, UCLA: Powerful, compact runner who draws comparisons to
Ray Rice. Every down back that would probably go higher if the league wasn’t so passhappy.
3. Montee Ball, Wisconsin: Put up huge numbers in the Big Ten, totaling 3,753 yards
and a staggering 55 TD’s in the 2011/12 campaigns. There are concerns about the
mileage put on his body in college and the fact that he ran behind one of the best
offensive lines in college football.
4. Giovani Bernard, North Carolina: All-around back that can run up the middle,
bounce outside or catch the ball out of the backfield. Bernard came back from a 2010
torn ACL with back-to-back 1,200 yard rushing seasons at North Carolina.
5. Le’Veon Bell, Michigan State: Surprisingly agile for a big back at 6’2, 235 lbs. Bell
steadily improved at Michigan State, capping off his three year career with 1,793 yards
rushing and 32 receptions.
6. Andre Ellington, Clemson: Electric player with durability issues. Ellington is a threat
to score every time he touches the ball. He’ll need to become a more decisive runner in
the pros to hit holes that close much quicker than in college.
7. Marcus Lattimore, South Carolina: Lattimore’s story is currently one of tragedy,
with the final chapter of triumph possibly yet to be told. After running for nearly 1,200
yards and 19 TD’s as a freshman, Lattimore tore his ACL. Came back in 2012 and
looked to return to form until a gruesome injury tore three ligaments. His rehab seems to
be going well, but considering the two severe injuries you have to wonder if he’ll be the
same back when he fully recovers. Would have likely been the first back taken had he
not suffered the second knee injury.
8. Joseph Randle, Oklahoma St.: Good runner and receiver that runs bigger than his
lean 6’0” 200 lb. frame. Randle led the Big 12 Conference with 1,417 yards rushing and
14 TD’s. Also totaled 108 receptions out of the backfield in three years.
9. Stepfan Taylor, Stanford: Stanford’s all-time leading rusher and TD leader, Taylor is
a jack-of-all-trades, master-of-none type of back. Doesn’t have breakaway speed and
isn’t really a power back, so it’s hard to predict what type of role he’ll fill in the NFL.
10. Knile Davis, Arkansas: Big (6’0” 226 lbs) and fast, Davis is a freakish athlete. He
led the SEC in rushing in 2010 with 1,322 yards and 13 TD’s but a broken ankle
derailed his 2011 season. He never got on track in 2012 and is a definite gamble but if
he returns to pre-injury form he’s a tremendous steal.
A deep RB class that offers potential starters past the top 10. Keep an eye out for:
Mike Gillislee, Florida: One year of production, made the most of it with 1,152 yards.
Christine Michael, Texas A&M: Has all the tools, but big attitude and injury problems.
Kenjon Barner, Oregon: Speedster never averaged less than 6 yards per carry.
Kerwynn Williams, Utah St.: Threat to score every time he has the ball and dangerous
kick returner.
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Wide Receiver: Deep class with some intriguing options well into middle rounds.
Who We Love: Ryan Swope

Doing what he can to shed the slot WR image. We’re believers.
1. Cordarrelle Patterson, Tennessee: Patterson is the consensus #1 at the position
but it’s a ranking that comes mostly due to his potential. Patterson has the height and
speed you want in a receiver, but there are questions about his hands and
concentration. Only played one year at Tennessee but looks the part of a prototype
number one receiver.
2. Tavon Austin, West Virginia: Austin is the opposite of Patterson in every way.
Despite back-to-back 1,000 yard seasons his small size (5’8” 174 lbs) might relegate
him to a slot role in the NFL. Described as having “video game” excitement and moves
due to his playmaking ability.
3. Justin Hunter, Tennessee: Not quite the next Randy Moss, but Hunter is 6’4” with
long arms, great speed and good body control. Should be an instant playmaker and
eventually a dominant number one WR.
4. Keenan Allen, California: Not the biggest nor the fastest of this class, but possibly
the most well-rounded wideout. Allen can play inside or outside, is a good route runner
and decent blocker.
5. Robert Woods, USC: Surrounded by talent at USC and might have been top WR if
not for a down junior year. Natural athlete with no diva tendencies, Woods will easily
make a solid number two.
6. DeAndre Hopkins, Clemson: Steadily improved all three years and capped off junior
year with 82 receptions, 1,405 yards and 18 TD’S. Interesting combination of skills that
combines Keenan Allen’s hands with Tavon Austin’s moves.
7. Da’Rick Rogers, Tennessee Tech: There must be something in the water with
Tennessee cranking out all these wideouts. Rogers was named first-team All-SEC after
a 1,000 yard season in 2011 but was dismissed from the team at the start of the 2012
season. Big red flags but an undeniable talent.
8. Ryan Swope, Texas A&M: Swope has been labeled as a slot receiver but may have
shed it with a productive pro day. Leaves A&M with 252 career receptions and 24 TD’s.
Reminds us of Jordy Nelson.
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9. Terrance Williams, Baylor: Great combination of size and speed, Williams exploded
in 2012 with 97 receptions for 1,832 yards and 12 TD’s. He is a raw route runner that
will stretch the field to begin with and should eventually pick up the nuances of the pro
game.
10. Quinton Patton, Louisiana Tech: Classic possession receiver with great hands
and solid route running. Lacks height and speed to be a true number one, but should fit
into any scheme as a solid secondary option.
Tight End: Deep drop off after the top two TE’s but some possibly late gems.
Who We Love: Gavin Escobar

The best of the rest after Eifert and Ertz as a big downfield threat.
1. Tyler Eifert, Notre Dame: Top all-around TE in this year’s draft is extremely
versatile, able to line up wide or on the line. Great hands, good release, and while not
the best blocker he can hold his own.
2. Zach Ertz, Stanford: With Coby Fleener gone, Ertz stepped up as Stanford’s leading
receiver with 69 receptions in 2012. Depending on where Eifert is drafted, Ertz could
slip into the first round.
3. Travis Kelce, Cincinnati: Only one solid year of production and still learning the
position, but offers better blocking than the top two prospects and is still a receiving
threat.
4. Vance McDonald, Rice: Played as much wideout as he did TE for the Owls, so he’s
a bit of a work in progress, but has the size at 262 lbs. to become a solid starter.
5. Gavin Escobar, San Diego State: Aztecs leading receiver and semifinalist for the
Mackey Award for college football’s top tight end. Escobar is in the Aaron Hernandez
mold.
6. Jordan Reed, Florida: Smaller version of Gavin Escobar but struggles more with
blocking, which could be more of a problem in the land of the giants known as the NFL.
7. Joseph Fauria, UCLA: More of a developmental project with great size at 6’7” and
good speed. Caught 46 balls and 12 TD’s in 2012.
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8. Dion Sims, Michigan State: More of a classic TE mold but has serious injury
concerns and sat out all of 2010 following a felony arrest. Coaches praise his hard work
coming back from injury and off-field issues. Pretty nimble for a big man.
9. Nick Kasa, Colorado: Converted defensive lineman is a better blocker than receiver
at this point, though he did have 25 catches for 391 yards as a senior.
10. Zach Sudfeld, Nevada: Finally healthy as a senior (six surgeries while in college),
Sudfeld put up good numbers to the tune of 45 catches for nearly 600 yards and 8 TD’s.
Offensive Tackle

Offensive Guard

Long

Warford

1. Luke Joeckel, Texas A&M
2. Eric Fisher, Central Michigan
3. Lane Johnson, Oklahoma
4. D.J. Fluker, Alabama
5. Menelik Watson, Florida St.
6. Terron Armstead, Arkansas Pine-Bluff
7. Kyle Long, Oregon
8. Oday Aboushi, Virginia
9. Dallas Thomas, Tennessee
10. David Bakhtiari, Colorado

1. Chance Warmack, Alabama
2. Jonathan Cooper, North Carolina
3. Larry Warford, Kentucky
4. Justin Pugh, Syracuse
5. Brian Winters, Kent St.
6. Alvin Bailey, Arkansas
7. David Quessenberry, San Jose St.
8. Hugh Thornton, Illinois
9. J.C. Tretter, Cornell
10. Earl Watford, James Madison

Center
1. Barrett Jones, Alabama
2. Travis Frederick, Wisconsin
3. Brian Schwenke, California
4. Khaled Holmes, USC
5. Braxton Cave, Notre Dame
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Defensive End: Intriguing mix of traditional and hybrid DE’s this year.
Who We Love: Devin Taylor

Large, steady defender reminiscent of former Georgia Tech DE Michael Johnson.
1. Dion Jordan, Oregon: Most likely will move to OLB due to a lack of bulk, but is an
amazing athlete and offers a rare size/speed combination. His best football is still in
front of him.
2. Ezekiel “Ziggy” Ansah, BYU: Dangerous “one-year wonder” label but in his defense
the Ghana native has only been playing football since 2010. Can play multiple positions
on the defensive front.
3. Bjoern Werner, Florida State: ACC’s Defensive Player of the Year had a big junior
season with 13 sacks and 18 tackles for loss. Steadily improved each year as a
Seminole.
4. Datone Jones, UCLA: A big disruptive force and a classic 4-3 DE. Jones is not the
biggest pass rushing threat but does get into the backfield, totaling 19 tackles for loss as
a senior.
5. Damontre Moore, Texas A&M: Tweener that may have to move to OLB at 250 lbs.
Versatile defender that could be utilized by a defensive coordinator with a need for a
roving pass rushing threat. 21 tackles for loss and 12.5 sacks in 2012.
6. Cornellius “Tank” Carradine: Late-season torn ACL ruined an otherwise stellar
senior campaign, with 11 sacks and 13 tackles for loss. It’s still not known how soon
he’ll be back from the injury, so teams may have to be patient.
7. Margus Hunt, Southern Methodist: Freak athlete at 6’8” 277 lbs. Like Ansah, the
Estonia native is relatively new to football, picking it up in 2009. Hunt hasn’t picked up
the game or how to use his physical tools at the rate of Ansah and will need some
coaching in the pros.
8. Sam Montgomery, LSU: Doesn’t share the same athleticism as his LSU teammates
but a threat in his own right with a good combination of strength and speed. Compiled
17 sacks in final two years.
9. Alex Okafor, Texas: Moved around on the defensive line a lot and it added to his
repertoire as a pass rusher, as Okafor had 12.5 sacks and 20 QB pressures in 2012.
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10. Devin Taylor, South Carolina: Huge defender at 6’7” 275 lbs and can make plays
all over the field. A bit unrefined, similar to Bengals DE Michael Johnson when he came
out of Georgia Tech.
Defensive Tackle: Really nice blend of stout run defenders and pass rushers.
Who We Love: Kawaan Short

Capped off an impressive career with a strong showing in the Senior Bowl.
1. Star Lotulelei, Utah: Big, strong defender in the middle that is scheme-versatile. Will
require double teams, freeing up pass rushers around him. Concerns about a possible
heart condition seem to be behind him.
2. Sharrif Floyd, Florida: Not the powerful run-stuffer that Lotulelei is, but a more
athletic lineman that can penetrate the backfield and pressure the QB. They are two
different types of players and a team’s scheme will likely dictate who they like more.
3. Kawaan Short, Purdue: Stout, powerful defender who has a knack of getting in the
backfield, with 49.5 tackles for loss and 18 sacks in four years in the Big Ten.
4. Sylvester Williams, North Carolina: Only played two years at North Carolina but
made the most of them, racking up 96 tackles, 20.5 tackles for loss and 8.5 sacks.
5. Sheldon Richardson, Missouri: Followed the same path as Williams, playing two
years at a junior college before transferring to Missouri. Similar player and stats to
Williams with 112 tackles and 18.5 tackles for loss in two seasons.
6. Brandon Williams, Missouri Southern: Intriguing small school prospect that defies
typical run-stuffing frame by moving all over the line and gets to the passer with ease.
Averaged 8.5 sacks per season from 2010 to 2012.
7. John Jenkins, Georgia: Big man in the middle (6’4” 350 lbs.) who freed things up for
Alec Ogeltree and Jarvis Jones. He’ll be asked to do the exact same thing for a 3-4
defense in the pros.
8. Johnathan Hankins, Ohio State: Coach favorite who has a great motor, sometimes
to a fault as he wears out easily. Would be better served as a run-stuffer in a D-line
rotation.
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9. Akeem Spence, Illinois: Defensive leader and active tackler. 72 tackles in 2012 and
186 total in three years.
10. Bennie Logan, LSU: Like Jenkins, Logan drew a lot of attention away from
teammates and his statistics suffered because of it. Could be a bit of a sleeper who
blossoms with NFL coaching and talent around him.
Linebacker: Very deep class with many question marks surrounding the top guys.
Who We Love: Khaseem Greene

Tackling machine who can overcome his lack of size.
1. Jarvis Jones, Georgia (OLB): Dynamic pass rusher led the SEC in sacks with 13.5,
tallied 70 tackles, all-SEC honors and was a finalist for the Butkus Award for college
football’s top linebacker. Any questions?
2. Alec Ogeltree, Georgia (ILB): Rangy defender who projects inside in the pros, 111
tackles in 2012. Some character issues after missing four games due to substance
abuse.
3. Barkevious Mingo, LSU (OLB): Athletic playmaker who lacks the size to stay at DE
and projects to a 3-4 outside linebacker in the NFL.
4. Khaseem Greene, Rutgers (OLB): Total package is a tackling machine that
regularly gets into the backfield and can cover.
5. Arthur Brown, Kansas State (OLB): Undersized LB who makes plays from sideline
to sideline. Versatile player despite size limitations can play inside or outside
6. Sio Moore, Connecticut (OLB): If a team misses out on Arthur Brown, they can get
a similar player in Moore. Smart, fast and instinctual, should become a three-down LB.
7. Manti Te’o (ILB): The “dead girlfriend” debacle exposed some off-field questions. His
play vs. Alabama in the national title game exposed some on-field question marks. Te’o
has great football instincts but not elite athleticism.
8. Kevin Minter, LSU (ILB): Took over as the starter in 2012 and answered with 130
tackles and 4 sacks. Not the best athlete and undersized at 5’11”.
9. A.J. Klein, Iowa State (OLB): Field general averaged 115 tackles per season in final
three years at Iowa State.
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10. Keith Pough, Howard (OLB): Small school player is a thumper with 71 tackles for
loss, the all-time FCS leader. A definite mid-round gem.
Cornerback: Talented group with cover men beyond the top 10.
Who We Love: D.J. Hayden

Truly amazing story and may be the best pure cover corner in the draft.
1. Dee Milliner, Alabama: Consensus number one corner as a sound technician with
good speed and instincts. There are some injury concerns with late word of six
surgeries during college, the most recent one putting his training camp readiness in
jeopardy.
2. D.J. Hayden, Houston: Survived a freak accident during a November practice that
caused a near-fatal heart injury (tearing of the inferior vena cava vein, considered 95%
fatal), lost 25 lbs. but managed to get ready for his March pro day. Hayden is now
100%. Fast (4.38 40 time) and instinctual, he can play both man and zone and doesn’t
shy away from tackles.
3. Desmond Trufant, Washington: The third and possibly most talented Trufant
brother to play in the NFL (Big brothers Marcus and Isaiah play for Seattle and N.Y. Jets
respectively). Great athlete and four-year starter at Washington, though you’d like to
see him put some weight on a thin build without sacrificing his top speed.
4. Xavier Rhodes, Florida State: Has the size (6’1”) and speed to match up with some
of the bigger receivers in the NFL but needs to work on refining his technique.
5. Jamar Taylor, Boise State: Probably the best player you’ve never heard of, Taylor
has the speed to run with any receiver and is a team leader and noted hard worker.
6. Johnthan Banks, Mississippi State: Not necessarily a typical “shut-down” corner
due to limited speed and athleticism, Banks does possess the instincts and a nose for
the ball that led to 16 career INT’s and 221 tackles in four years.
7. Robert Alford, Southeastern Louisiana: Small-school stud who has the tools to
become a shutdown corner and added value as a dynamic kick returner. Nearly took the
opening kick of the Senior Bowl back for a TD.
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8. David Amerson, N.C. State: 13 INT’s in 2011 is an ACC record. A better fit for a
zone scheme due to lack of top speed, as he’s been exposed when facing top college
receivers. It only gets faster in the pros.
9. Jordan Poyer, Oregon State: Converted safety can do a bit of everything, from
scheme versatility to special teams ability as a tackler and returner.
10. Darius Slay, Mississippi State: Junior college transfer had an outstanding senior
season playing opposite Banks, with 5 INT’s. Not a complete corner and will get run
over in the ground game, but could develop into a solid cover man.
Safety: Few well-rounded safeties this year but still fairly deep.
Who We Love: Johnathan Cyprien

The total package at the safety position is a rarity these days.
1. Kenny Vaccaro, Texas: Top all-around safety tallied 104 tackles and 2 INT’s as a
senior. Great combination of size and speed and a solid open-field tackler.
2. Johnathan Cyprien, Florida International: Small-school safety proved he belonged
at the Senior Bowl. Cyprien is solid against the run and one of the best cover safeties
available. Tackling machine with 365 career tackles in four years.
3. Matt Elam, Florida: Big time player and heavy hitter, Elam plays a bit out of control
at times, looking for the big hit rather than the open field tackle.
4. Eric Reid, LSU: Over-aggressive safety will need to tone it down with a greater
emphasis on player safety in the NFL. Great athlete can cover tight ends and slot
receivers as well as play in the box.
5. Phillip Thomas, Fresno State: Leg injury wiped out all of 2011 but Thomas bounced
back with a tremendous senior season to the tune of 84 tackles and 8 INT’s. Not a true
centerfielder due to a lack of speed, but solid all-around game.
6. Baccari Rambo, Georgia: Great athlete and playmaker but off-field issues (two
violations of Georgia’s drug policy) cost him four games during 2012. Decent campaign
with 67 tackles and 3 INT’s, but the question is will he mature in the pros?
7. D.J. Swearinger, South Carolina: Can play corner or safety but better suited at the
safety position due to a lack of top end speed
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8. J.J. Wilcox, Georgia Southern: Converted wide receiver only played one year at the
position and is still learning. Solid tackler who needs to improve cover skills, but that
should come with experience.
9. Tony Jefferson, Oklahoma: Isn’t an elite prospect but can certainly do it all as a
good tackler and cover man. Should be a solid special teamer with the chance to start in
the NFL.
10. Shawn Williams, Georgia: Built short and solid, Williams is a great tackler but may
struggle a bit in coverage. He and Rambo were great complements at Georgia, and he
would be better served at SS in the NFL with another rangy safety to pair with.

FINAL THOUGHTS

Christmas in April is going to be chaotic this year, make no mistake about it. A lack of
talent at the top have some calling it the weakest class in ten years. We think that’s
more media hype rather than substantial, as they only focus on the top of the first round.
It is true that after the top five guys, most of the next 30 players are very similar, but with
several positions rich with talent, we decided to label it the “Championship Builder”
rather than a weak draft. There’s a reason teams value those picks in rounds 3 through
5. Some quality depth, special teamers, and the occasional starter and even superstar
come from those ranks. If you like the pomp and circumstance of the first round, this
draft probably isn’t for you. But if you like sticking around through the last supplemental
pick in the 7th round, then this is truly going to be a merry Christmas for you and your
team.
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